Special Japan Holiday Offer!!!!
******* Limited Availability*******

KNI Tour Code – 2020129

Tokyo - Mt. Fuji- Gotemba Outlets –Yamanakako
Onsen – Osaka- Kobe- Kyoto- Nara
(JAPAN 7Nights/8Days)
TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

Starting from

USD 1690 Per Person

Tour Cost Per Person : Minimum : 2 PAX , Twin/Double Sharing basis
USD 1690
USD 1920
USD 2110
USD 2420

2 Star
3 Star
4 Star
5 Star
PACKAGE INCLUSIONS: 

Hotel: Please refer hotel page



ESG : English Speaking Guide during sightseeing on SIC basis tour only
MEALS : Breakfast only basis



TRANSPORTATION : A/C Coach



ENTRANCE TKT : All Inclusive as per itinerary



Exclusions:

Gratuities
Any meals other than mentioned in itinerary
Camera charges, water bottle or any expense of personal nature
Tipping - NA for SIC basis Tour






ITINERARY

DAY

ITINEARY

1

Arrival Transfer by Limousine Bus (From
Narita Airport)

2

Full day Tokyo Dynamic Tour

DETAILED ITINEARY

Service
Type
SIC

07:30 - 08:30
Pick-up Service
Gather at designated locations (hotels in Tokyo)
and board the bus bound for Hamamatsucho Bus
Terminal.
09:00 Depart from Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal
Depart Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal by bus for a
sightseeing tour around Tokyo.
Tokyo Tower (30 min)
Tokyo Tower, the symbol of Tokyo, offers a great
360 degree panoramic view from its main
observatory.

SIC

3

1-Day Mt. Fuji, Gotemba Premium
Outlets & Yamanakako Onsen (With
Lunch / With English-speaking guide &
Multilingual Audio Guide)

Tea Ceremony Experience (35 min)
The tea ceremony is a part of Japan's traditional
culture. Enjoy green tea and Japanese sweets.
Lunch (60 min)
Japanese-style food
Imperial Palace Plaza, Nijubashi Bridge (30
min)
Admire the view at this National Garden that was
formerly a private garden of the Royal Family.
Enjoy the view of Nijubashi Bridge, which is said
to be the face of the Imperial Palace, as well as
the view of the Imperial Palace itself.
Hinode Pier
Board the Sumida River Cruise (40 min)
Cruise around modern day Tokyo and experience
the atmosphere of Edo.
Sumida River Cruise may be unavailable without
prior notice due to river conditions. Changes in
the itinerary will be provided by the guide.
Azumabashi
Bridge over Sumida River
Sensoji Temple & Nakamise Shopping Street
(40 min)
Senso-ji, Tokyo's oldest temple, offers plenty to
see including the bright red Kaminarimon Gate, a
statue of the god of thunder, and a five-story
pagoda. The bustling street known as "Nakamise"
stretches for about 250 m from Kaminarimon
Gate to Senso-ji Temple and is filled with a
plethora of shops.
Ginza (drive-by)
From the window get a look at Ginza, where rows
of luxury brand shops, and recently 'fast fashion'
retailers, line the streets.
17:10 - 17:10
Tokyo Station Marunouchi South Exit (Dropoff)
Disembarking only
17:30 - 17:30
Tour ends at Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal
After the tour ends at Hamamatsucho Bus
Terminal, there is no shuttle service to hotels.
09:00 Check-in Counter on the 3rd floor of Keio
Plaza Hotel's Main Tower in Shinjuku
Meet at the Check-in Counter on the 3rd floor of
Keio Plaza Hotel's Main Tower in Shinjuku -- 5
min on foot from JR Shinjuku Station West Exit
Please show your reservation confirmation sheet
at check-in.
Please arrive by 8:50. The guide or a staff
member will conduct check-in.
The bus will depart at 9:00 for sightseeing near
Mt. Fuji.
11:30 - 12:00
Mt. Fuji 5th Station (30 min)
The 5th Station is situated at 2,300 meters (7,546
ft) above sea level. Enjoy breathtaking views from
above the clouds.
[Remarks]
If the tour group cannot proceed to Mt. Fuji's 5th
Station due to icy roads on the Fuji Subaru Line,

SIC

4

Full day free for relax , shopping or
exploring city by your own

5

Tokyo to Osaka BY Bullet Train
(Shinkansen )

6

Kobe Sightseeing and Nada Sake
Brewery Tour (Round-trip from Osaka)

or if the road is blocked due to accidents or
weather conditions, the tour will be taken to the
highest possible point. If the tour was able to
proceed farther than the 1st Station, there will be
no alternative itinerary. If the tour was not able to
proceed from the 1st Station and the entrance to
the Subaru Line cannot be accessed, the tour will
head to Lake Kawaguchi. Please note that an
alternative itinerary may also be omitted
depending on road conditions.
12:40 - 13:40
Lunch at Oshino-mura (60 min)
Savor a Japanese-style lunch meal while
admiring a stunning view of majestic Mt. Fuji from
a ninja theme park, which recently opened in
autumn 2015.
14:00 - 15:00
Yamanakako Onsen (60 min)
Experience bathing in natural alkaline hot spring
baths. See a beautiful view of Mt. Fuji while
enjoying a relaxing soak in the open-air bath.
[Remarks]
Towel rental at Yamanakako Onsen is available
for a fee. Bringing your own towel is
recommended.
Please remove your towel before entering the
baths. Bathing in swimsuits is not allowed.
Yamanashi Prefecture regulations prohibit people
with tattoos from bathing in hot springs. Please
note that participants with tattoos may not be
allowed to enter the baths at Benifuji no Yu.
15:40 - 17:40
Gotemba Premium Outlets (120 min)
Gotemba Premium Outlets is the largest outlet
shopping center in Japan. Enjoy shopping with
Mt. Fuji in the background at this huge outlet mall.
[Remarks]
Depending on traffic conditions, time spent at the
outlet may be reduced to less than 120 minutes.
The tour will not be cancelled or refunded in such
cases.
19:10 - 19:40
Shinjuku
Tour concludes upon arrival at the West Exit of
Shinjuku Station (in front of Subaru Building).
Full day free for relax , shopping or exploring
city by your own
Bullet (Shinkansen)Just Train Ticket

8:40 a.m.
<From Kyoto> New Miyako Hotel
WALKINGKyoto StationTRAIN*Sannomiya
Station
9:10 a.m.
<From Osaka> Hotel Granvia Osaka

SIC
SIC
SIC

WALKINGOsaka StationTRAIN*Sannomiya
Station
MOTORCOACHMeriken
ParkWALKINGFantasySHIP (45 min) and
WALKINGKitano-Ijinkan District (30 min)
Lunch
MOTORCOACHJapanese-Western Buffet lunch
(60 min)
MOTORCOACHSannomiya
StationTRAIN*Sumiyoshi
StationWALKINGHakutsuru Sake Brewery
Museum (60 min)WALKINGSumiyoshi Station
5:30 p.m.
<From Osaka>
TRAIN*Osaka Station
6:00 p.m.
<From Kyoto>
7

1-Day Kyoto & Nara Tour (Round-trip
from Osaka)

TRAIN*Kyoto Station

08:30 Depart from New Miyako Hotel

Head to Kyoto Station on foot.
The morning portion of this tour is a walking tour,
not a bus tour. Please participate in shoes which
are easy to walk in. The afternoon portion of the
tour will be a bus tour.
From Kyoto Station to Uji Station (20 min)
JR Special Rapid Service or Local Train Service
(non-reserved seat)
This tour uses public transportation for the roundtrip to Uji. All trains have non-reserved seats.
Please note that seating is not guaranteed.
Uji Bridge
Uji Bridge is thought to have been originally built
sometime in the 7th century and is counted
among the oldest bridges in Japan. A small
protrusion off one side of the bridge known as
san-no-ma offers great views.
Nakanoshima Park
Walk around this park which is built on a sandbar
in the middle of the river.
The tour may be unable to drop by Nakanoshima
Park in case of high water level in the Uji River,
etc.
Tea Ceremony Experience at Taihoan (20 min)
Experience an authentic tea ceremony in the
famous tea town of Uji.
Byodo-in Temple (50 min)
Built near the end of the Heian Era, this temple
houses a Buddha statue and other images, and is

SIC

8

Departure Transfer by Limousine
Bus(For Kansai Airport)

surrounded by a beautiful garden. The temple is
registered on the World Heritage List as a part of
the Historic Monuments of Ancient Kyoto. An
image of this temple's Phoenix Hall is featured on
the 10 yen coin.
The tour may not be able to enter the Phoenix
Hall at Byodo-in Temple in case of congestion. In
this case, JPY 300 will be refunded at the
location.
From Uji Station to Kyoto Station (20 min)
(JR Rapid/Local, non-reserved seating)
Kyoto Station
Walk to New Miyako Hotel
Lunch (Western-style menu) (60 min)
Depart from New Miyako Hotel
Transportation for the Nara sightseeing will be by
bus.
From Kyoto to Nara (90 min)
Head to Nara via the Nara Keinawa Expressway
Todai-ji Temple (Great Buddha)/Nara Park (60
min)
A World Heritage site. This is the symbol of the
Nara Period and one of the world's largest
wooden structures. Its huge main hall and bronze
Great Buddha are impressive to behold.
Kasuga Taisha Shrine (40 min)
This Nara Period shrine is designated as a World
Heritage Site. The deer of Nara Park are thought
to be the shrine messengers.
At Kasuga Taisha Shrine, the tour will not enter
areas requiring admission.
Nara Nagomikan (20 min)
The largest souvenir shop in Nara. Enjoy yourself
in this spacious shop and look for the perfect
souvenir.
Nara Nagomikan may be omitted from the
itinerary if it is closed on the day of the tour, or as
a result of traffic congestion.
18:30 - 19:30
Drop-off Service
To hotels in Kyoto city
During the Gion Festival (Sakimatsuri, July 15 16), drop-off service to Karasuma Kyoto Hotel
and Hotel Nikko Princess Kyoto will be
unavailable due to traffic restrictions.

SIC

=============Tours ends with Sweet Memories=============

Terms & Conditions:


Above Itinerary is a suggested Itinerary and not a Confirmed one as it can be Changed due operational conditions
or availability of SIC base tours.

Before confirmation of the Booking, Please cross check with us your Travel Detail.

Thank You so much for your Kind Consideration.
Looking Forward for Successful Business Relations...!!

